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You play Barbara-ian, a mythical badass with perma-rage & a penchant for smashing. Featuring super fast paced physics
based mayhem, one hit is all that stands between you and a quick restart

Barbara-ian is a randomly generated dungeon crawler focused on pure action! Gameplay consists of marauding through
dungeons smashing everything in your path - doors, tombs, gelatinous cubes etc - using physics-driven combat ensuring nothing

stands in your way. Smash through chests & loot the weapons inside to progress deeper into dungeonland!

Unlike other dungeon crawler heroes, Barbara-ian has no inventory, no skill system, no health bars. She doesn't want to duel
with her enemies, doesn't want to carry a bag full of callipers OR tongs, and she doesn't need a spreadsheet to tell her how to

kick ♥♥♥. One hit is all it takes to kill anything, even her!

In terms of progress, the game is feature complete and very playable but we want to add content content content and we need
your feedback in order to do this. Early adopters can expect to be part of a rapid and responsive development process, as zany

and oddball weapons fill Barbara-ian's arsenal, a multitude of labyrinthine dungeons are unearthed and enemies spring from the
pages of our classic D&D Monster Manual!

We hope you'll join us and Barbara-ian for the ride!
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Gets repetitive really fast but can be fun for a couple of hours.. I wasn't expecting this to try to be a wacky comedy given the
game's name, store page description, and subject matter involving a brutally murdered prostitute, and I think going in that
direction was a mistake. The setting and graphics made me think of the two The Last Door games, which are strange games but
play the dark subject matter straight and are far better games than this. This one goes from having an off tone to going
completely off the rails towards the end with a transgender plotline that is totally out of place, plus, for good measure, a
randomly inserted fight against racism, and then a confrontation with a crime boss who's a small child for no reason I could see.
There are a couple times where your character has strange dreams with a talking fish. That tangent ends up going nowhere, and
in retrospect just ends up seeming like an attempt to pad a story that's thin in this first act. Really not a lot happens storywise
before the sudden ending on a cliffhanger.. The best game on steam.. Monster Bash is horror themed platformer where main
character saves cats and dogs from evil creatures. I have to say that part 1 and 3 are quite good (I didn't like much about level
design of part 2). Game itself is not anything special, just normal platformer, and most annoying thing is to try find all pets
before you can continue to the next level. Music and sound effects are okay, just not good or bad.

Main characther's slingshot has not straight firing arc so it brings some extra flavor to the game.

Buy this if you playd this at the 90s or you like Old School platformers, otherwise wait for sale.. it is so realistic
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This game doesnt really deserve the moniker of "Myst". The quality of the myst series has dropped really far since exile. Myst,
riven, and exile are very good. But both uru and this are a major disapointment.. It looked incredibly promising at first due to
the large amount of customizability, too bad it's abandonware.

Just play Trove.. oh great, i bought this on steam sale as well - another buggy POS from neocore (that predates arthur).
wonderful.. The game is fantastic to play but as from day one when i play the game there went eleven files missing which had to
be reaquired every time after i played the game for more or less half an hour which is very frustrating. I experience a major
problem. I have done everything in my power to try and find a solution for the problem but all in vain. Some trains stop running,
some signals don't operate, some switch points don't switch. I tried to find out where the problem is but all answer that i get is
that happens in many games, which is no answer for me. I have done the usual like exclude the game from virus scanning etc,
etc.The people who sell these games make a lot of money and no one actually complain about the poor service. I don't even get
any feedback for my problem from the Steam community. (Am i the only one having this problem?)
Is there anybody out there that can help us to resolve this problem because i am starting to have my doubts about buying games
from steam. I experience the same problem with EEP 12 the more upgraded version of Railroad X. I would say a no to buy the
game.. Windows live. Not much more to say.. Have to rework scenario Holiday Arrow to end at Hoboken. Arrow lll trains
cannot transfer from the Morristown Line to the NEC to Ny Penn without a transformer change due to the different voltages.
All Arrow lll's end at Hoboken on Morristown Line. The ones on the NEC have different transformer voltages. I still like the
model although I will find other errors.. 50 hours of puzzles in Challenge mode which consists of 560 main puzzles and 560
quick bonus puzzles.

The puzzles are VERY EASY all the way through (all 1120 of them). I prefer my puzzles with the exception of Crosswords to
be Hard\/Expert level, but I can still enjoy a puzzle if it ranges anywhere from Easy thru to Expert. Thus I was able to complete
all 1120 of them and due to that I give it a thumbs up.

To illustrate just how Easy some of them are: Hangman - 7 letter Word (English) with the clue "Day of the Week". Pretty hard
to miss that one. If it was an isolated instance I wouldn't comment, but the WordFit and the Hangman are beyond easy. Those
two types of puzzle get "epic fail" as they're well beyond easy. The rest are enjoyable enough.

Buy it on sale. Recognize that the puzzles are easy, and so long as you like easy puzzles to chew up a few hours every day you'll
enjoy this. If you can't deal with "Easy" - definitely dont buy this.

. Off Road race in the savana mud tracks.
About to win when I hit a rhino.
Rhino comes charging at me. Car is broken. Lose the race.
10/10 Would hit a rhino again.. Originally, I purchased this game as a pre-release. I think I paid $10 or $15. I played for a
weekend or two until I couldn't go any longer. Then I forgot about the game. As I looked through my Steam games this week, I
came across this title again to find out that it had an official release date. I checked it out again.

I can't find the words to express how in love with this game I am. If you like Stardew Valley, then you'll love this game. It's like
that game, but in 3D and on steroids.. This game is an amazing show of VR. Puts you in a shooting gallery perfectly.
Pros:
Fun
Great weapons
Cool music
lots of replay
lots of different levels
Cons:
Issues with touch pad when opening gun menus and choosing options
only 1 handed weapons, would love more interaction like reloading and cocking guns
Multiplayer would be amazing

Overall 8/10, great job. for sale price, cant beat it.
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